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1.0
Introduction
A step by step example using WASP-12b images downloaded from
https://www.astro.louisville.edu/software/astroimagej/examples/ AstroImageJ software and a
user guide can be downloaded from https://www.astro.louisville.edu/software/astroimagej/
This tutorial is based on;
Ref. 1 - A Guide to AstroImageJ Differential Photometry Version 2.06, 21 October 2018 by
Richard Lee
Ref. 2 - Plate solving/Track and Stack in AIJ by Richard Lee
Ref. 3 - AstroImageJ 2.4.1 User Guide plus Getting started with Differential Photometry
Ref. 4 - The AstroImageJ Cookbook by Grady Bryce, Edited by Dennis M. Conti
Ref. 5 - A Practical Guide to Exoplanet Observing by Dennis M. Conti
Ref. 6 - BAA Photometry Database Help and User Guides
Ref. 7 – BAA Photometry Spreadsheet Notes – The VSS CCD photometry spreadsheet
An example using images that are not plate solved is included in Appendix A
2.0
Installation and Set-up
2.1
Installation
Download and install AstroImageJ plus the Java runtime engine as highlighted in Ref. 1
Appendix E. Running Windows 10 I have found that installing the software and images in an
AstroImageJ folder on the C Drive rather than in the Program Files (x86) folder prevents
access problems.

Update AstroImageJ to the latest level by opening the application and accessing Help/Update
AstroImageJ/Upgrade to; down arrow/Scroll up to ‘daily build/OK
Download and unzip; Uncalibrated images, Biases, Darks and Flats and unzip to the file
directories as shown below (Appendix A in Ref. 1);
AstroImageJ
WASP-12b
Calibration Files
Bias
Darks
Flats
Master Calibration Files
Raw Science Files
Reduced_Science_Files (note underscores)
radec.txt (See 2.2 (b) below)
standard_transit.plotcfg.txt (See Appendix B below)
After unzipping all the files you should have;
- 11 each of Bias, Darks and Flats
- 230 Raw Science Files (also known as Uncalibrated images)
Configure AIJ and VSS_Photometry as per Appendix B in Ref.1.
2.2
Set-up
a) SIMBAD Coordinates
Open AIJ, Figure 2.1, and click on the
icon, enter WASP-12b in the SIMBAD Object ID
text box and press enter to populate the Standard Coordinates fields with WASP RA and Dec
data - Figure 2.2. Make sure you have selected the DP icon and not the adjacent Divider like
icon.
If the SIMBAD Object ID and Observatory ID drop-downs are greyed out check that the
Target Coordinate and Observatory Location Source drop-downs in the CCD Data Processor
window, Figure 3.1, are both set to Coordinate Converter manual entry.

Figure 2.1 AstroImageJ window

Figure 2.2 DP Coordinate Converter window
Clicking on the

icon accesses the SIMBAD web page for WASP-12b – Figure 2.3.

Similarly, the
icon produces an image or chart of the target area depending on which
survey is selected – Figure 2.4. Stellarium is the only planetarium software I have found
which will display exoplanets and will be the subject of a later tutorial. Figure 2.5 shows a
similar field of view to Figure 2.4 with the WASP-12 data displayed and the star itself
circled.

Figure 2.3. SIMBAD data for WASP-12b

Figure 2.4. Image of target area.

Figure 2.5 Stellarium field of view showing WASP-12
b) Aperture File
Create radec.txt aperture file by copying the data shown in Ref 1, Appendix C into a text
editor, Notepad in this example - Figure 2.6, and then saving in the WASP-12b folder. The
first line in each block is the data for the target star and the following are the data for the
comparison stars.

Figure 2.6. Aperture file copied into Notepad

3.0
3.1

Image Calibration
Building Master Calibration Files

Select the AIJ/CCD Data Processor window by clicking on the
icon (this also opens the
DP Coordinate Convert window which can be closed).
Configure this window as follows;
- deselect Science Image Processing/Enable
- Select Build and Enable for Bias Subtraction, Dark Subtraction and Flat Division and
median combine for all three
- Select the folders from which the Bias, Dark and Flat frames are to be imported by clicking,
in turn, on the bias_, dark_ and flat_folder icons on the respective lines, navigating to
and selecting, in turn, the AstroImageJ/WASP-12b/Calibration Files/Bias, Darks and Flats
folders
- Identify the file type by clicking on the folder icon to the right of each of the bias_, dark_
and flat_ boxes and selecting the first file in each, Bias, Dark and Flat folders
- Select the folder which will store the master calibration files by clicking on, in turn, the
mbias.fits, mdark.fits and mflat.fits folder icons and navigating to and selecting
AstroImageJ/WASP-12b/Master Calibration Files folder in each case
The configured window is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1. Configured CCD Data Processor window
Click on the START button to process the calibration files. If you are scratching your head,
as I was, as to the whereabouts of this button then scroll down!!! Progress is shown in the
Log window, Figure 3.2. The totals on the right-hand side of the page will now read 11 and
1for each set of configuration files indicating the number of each processed and that a master
file has been saved.

If you get a message indicating lack of memory go to the AstoImageJ toolbar and select
Edit/Options/Memory and Threads and set Maximum memory to 2000MB.

Figure 3.2. Log window
3.2
Science File calibration
In the CCD Data Processor window;
- Deselect Bias, Dark and Flat Build boxes
- Select the Enable Science image processing checkbox
- Select the Raw Science File directory and file type as for the calibration files (boxes at top
of screen)
- Enable Save Calibrated images and 32 bit option
- Specify directory for saving calibrated images; Reduced_Science_Files and Suffix; _bdf
- The Plate Solve option is not required as WASP-12b files are already plate solved
Click on the START button to process the science images. The AIJ Image Display, Figure
3.3, window opens and shows each image as it is processed. Similarly, the Log window,
Figure 34, shows progress and indicates ‘Finish’ when the calibration sequence is complete.
It is advisable not to do anything else on the computer when this, and any other, sequences
are running as some applications can ‘throw a wobbly’ if you do so. Whether this is the case
with AIJ I cannot say but best to be careful.

Figure 3.3. AIJ Image Display window

Figure 3.4. Log window indicating calibration sequence is complete.

The calibrated science files are created in a sub-folder in the Raw Science Files folder. When
processing is finished close AIJ and move this folder to C:\AstroImagJ/Wasp12b/Reduced_Science_Files.
4.0
Photometry – generating a transit light curve
4.1
Set up
Select the calibrated images - AIJ Tool bar/File/Import/Image Sequence, navigate to the
Reduced_Science_Files folder and open the first image listed. The Sequence Options window
opens – Figure 4.1. Select Sort names numerically and Use virtual stack then OK.

Figure 4.1. Sequence Options window
The selected image, WASP-12b_00040_bdf.fits, opens – Figure 4.2. Ensure north is up and
east to the left – adjust using View/Invert X and/or Y as required.

Figure 4.2. Image Display window showing first reduced science image.
Select the
icon to open the Aperture Photometry Settings widow – Figure 4.5. Set;
- Radius of object aperture
= 20
- Inner radius of background annulus
= 24
- Outer radius of background annulus
= 30
Then OK to close window.
Toggle the aperture display icon
to de-select the background apertures. You will need to
zoom in to see the apertures clearly – Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4. Background apertures deselected
Alt/Left click on a bright, non-saturated star to display the Seeing Profile – Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4. Seeing Profile
Click on Save Aperture in the Seeing Profile window to select the suggested aperture sizes,
on

in the Image Display window to confirm these settings – Figure 4.5 – and then OK to

close the Aperture Photometry Settings window. Select
to toggle display of sky apertures.

to clear apertures and click

Figure 4.5. Revised aperture settings
A visual check of image quality can be carried out using the scroll bar controls below the
image in the Reduced_Science_Files window.
The images can be inspected manually by stepping through the stack, or automatically, using
the scroll bar below the image Figure 4.6. To remove an image, click on the
removes the image from the sequence but does not delete it.

Step backwards

Run sequence
Figure 4.6. Image review sequencing

icon. This

Step forward

Right clicking on the Run Sequence arrow brings up the Animation Options window which
allows various settings to be altered – Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7. Animations Options window
4.2 Photometry
In the Image Display window select File/Import apertures from RA/Dec list and navigate to
and select the radec.txt file – Figure 2.6. This overlays the target and comparison star
selection on the image (make sure you have the first image in the stack selected if you have
been inspecting the images. As you can see in Figure 4.8 the overlays may be offset from the
selected stars.

Figure 4.8. Initial positioning of the target and comparison star overlays.
To correct for this, open the Multi-Aperture Measurements window – Figure 4.9 - by clicking
on the

icon.

Figure 4.9. Multi Aperture Measurements window
Select Place Aperture which centres the apertures over their respective stars – Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10. Apertures correctly centred (enlarged image).
To start the photometry processing press Enter. A number of windows open;
- Plot of measurements, Figure 4.11
- Multi-plot Y-data., Figure 4.12
- Multi-plot Reference Star Settings, Figure 4.13
- Multi-plot Main, Figure 4.14
- Measurements, Figure 4.15
These are used during the model fit process which is described in Appendix B.

Figure 4.11. Plot of measurements window

Figure 4.12. Multi-plot Y-data window

Figure 4.13. Multi-plot Reference Star Settings window

Figure 4.14, Multi-plot Main window

Figure 4.15. Measurements window.
On completion of processing save the data as Measurements.txt (not xls as will be indicated
in the File name box) by selecting, in the Measurements window, File/Save as and navigating
to the WASP-12b folder.
5.0
BAA Photometry Database
5.1
BAA Photometry Spreadsheet
This spreadsheet must be used to create files in the correct format for inputting to the BAA
Photometry Database. It can be downloaded from Notes on submitting Observations. You
may also find this referred to as the VSS_Photometry_Spreadsheet (its name before updating
to the BAA Photometry Spreadsheet).
The steps to do this are;
a) Using the BAA Photometry Database Spreadsheet
- set up directories
- import the photometry file generated using AstoImageJ
- create BAA Photometry Database Report File
b) Accessing the BAA Photometry Database
- open and log in
- select and upload file created using the above-mentioned spreadsheet
Open the spreadsheet, review the instructions under the READ ME FIRST tab and then select
the Buttons tab – Figure 5.16

Figure 4.16. BAA Photometry Spreadsheet
Click on Select Photometry Import File, navigate to and open Measurements.txt in the
WASP-12b folder. The File name changes to Measurements.txt and the Type field shows
AstroImageJ. You may need to enable editing and content.
Click on Select Export Directory, navigate to and select the WASP-12b folder.
In the BAA VSS report file name enter ‘BAAVSSWASP-12b.txt and delete the entry in the
AAVSO report file name box – Figure 4.17.

Figure 4.17. Updated spreadsheet.

Select the Results sheet, clear any previous entries and enter the data in the User Input
columns C to G - Figure 4.18.

Figure 4.18 Results sheet.
Enter user data under the ObsvEqmt tab – Figure 4.19.

Figure 4.19. User Equipment input
Select the Buttons sheet, click on the Import Photometry File button which populates the rest
of the worksheets. Note that some stars have not been used to avoid various warnings since

the tutorial uses V mag reference magnitudes but the WASP images were taken with a red
filter.
Create a BAA Photometry Database formatted file by clicking on ‘Create BAA VSS Report
File’. The file is saved as BAAVSS WASP-12b.txt. Close the spreadsheet.
5.2
Login to BAA Photometry database
The database can be accessed from the BAA homepage under Observations in the list on the
right-hand side of the page – Figure 5.1.
The Help button opens a list of User Guides. This section is based upon ‘Loading and Editing
Observations’.
Note that for the purpose of this exercise observations will only be uploaded to the holding
area and not committed to the live database. Note that only the person submitting the
observation scan view them in this area
.

Figure 5.1. BAA Photometry Database home page
Login via the button in the observer area – Figure 5.2

Figure 5.2. Login screen
This takes you to a screen from which observation scan be uploaded – Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3. Input screen
5.3
Uploading data
This section copies instructions from the BAA Photometry Database User Guide to Loading
and Editing Observations
Selecting Upload Observations opens the Screen of the same name – Figure 5.3. Click on
Choose Files and navigate to and Open the BAAVSS WASP-12b.txt file saved at the
conclusion of section 4.2 above. Click on Upload.

Figure 5.3 Upload Observations screen
A summary screen results, Figure 5.4, including any warnings

Figure 5.3. Upload summary screen
Selecting ‘Click to toggle Warning Summary Detail’ Shows the warnings (Which are to be
expected at this time) – Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4. Warning details
Clicking on ‘Review and Commit Observations’ leads to the Uncommitted Observation
Summary – Figure 5.5. In the Object Type box select Exoplanet and click on Create New
Object since WASP-12b is not in the database as indicated in Figure 5.4 above.

Figure 5.5. Uncommitted Observation Summary.
At this point the observations could be committed by selecting the ‘Commit All
Uncommitted Observations’ button, Figure 5.6, but, as this is a test exercise they will not be.

Figure 5.6. Uncommitted Observations Summary
5.4
Reviewing observations
This example refers to observations uploaded by Paul Leyland – the first person to use this
facility.
After logging in select Review Observations – Figure 5.7

Figure 5.7. BAA Photometry Database Welcome page
In the subsequent Review Observations screen – Figure 5.7;
- select Exoplanet in the Filter by object type box

- click on Apply Filter
- select WASP-65b – Exoplanet in the Select Object box

Figure 5.7. Review Observations page
You then have the option of displaying a light curve, Figure 5.8, or data, Figure 5.9, or
downloading data by clicking on the relevant button.
Note; When returning to the Review Observations screen check that the filter and selected
object are as required as these may change depending on whether the browser back
button/arrow or the Modify Selection button is used.

Figure 5.8. WASP-65b light curve

Figure 5.9. WASP-65b data table (Part)
The data is downloaded as a csv file which can, for example be imported into an Excel
spreadsheet – Figure 5.10. The ‘bump’ in the centre of the dip was due to the observer’s
dome not moving in sync with the telescope.

Figure 5.10. WASP-65b data downloaded and imported into Excel
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Using images that have not been plate solved
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1.0
Introduction
A step by step example using images of HAT-P-25b obtained by Portsmouth University
students working with members of the Hampshire Astronomical Group at their Clanfield
observatory.
2.0

Set-up

Open AIJ, Figure 2.1, and click on the
icon. In the ‘Observatory ID’ box select ‘Custom
on(gitude), Lat(itude) and Alt(itude)’, 50deg 56’ 18.81”N, 1deg 01’ 07.01”W, 154m and
enter the required data (for the Clanfield observatory). Enter HAT-P-25b in the SIMBAD
Object ID text box and press enter to populate the Standard Coordinates fields with HAT-P25b data - Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.1 AstroImageJ window

Figure 2.2 DP Coordinate Converter window
Clicking on the

icon accesses the SIMBAD web page for HAT-P-25b – Figure 2.3.

Similarly, the
icon produces an image or chart of the target area depending on which
survey is selected – Figure 2.4. Stellarium is the only planetarium software I have found
which will display exoplanets and will be the subject of a later tutorial. Figure 2.5 shows a
similar field of view to Figure 2.4, but with a different orientation, with the HAT-P-25b data
displayed and the star itself circled.

Figure 2.3. SIMBAD data for HAT-P-25b

Figure 2.4. Image of target area.

Figure 2.5 Stellarium field of view showing HAT-P-25b
3.0
Photometry
Select the calibrated images - AIJ Tool bar/File/Import/Image Sequence, navigate to the
folder containing the images and open the first image listed. The Sequence Options window
opens – Figure 3.1. Select Sort names numerically and Use virtual stack then OK.

Figure 3.1. Sequence Options window

The selected image, hat25b001fits, opens – Figure 3.2. Ensure north is up and east to the left
– adjust using View/Invert X and/or Y as required. Note that the images have been
deliberately defocused so that the light is spread over more pixels allowing for a more
accurate measurement of light intensity and to avoid saturation.

Figure 3.2. Image Display window showing first reduced science image.
Select the Align stack using apertures icon
to open the Stack Aligner window Figure
3.3. Clear all but the last two boxes and set the three radii to 20, 45 and 50 respectively. The
Radius of object aperture was set to 20 rather than the 40 recommended in Richard Lee’s
tutorial to enable the T aperture to be set over the target star. Note that the first and last
images are shown in the First and Last slice boxes.

Figure 3.4. Stack Aligner window
Select T1 and two comparison stars, C1 and C2 and press Enter to start the alignment
process. The image can be enlarged if necessary to facilitate selecting the target and
comparison stars. The images will be stepped through and a message, Figure 3.5 indicates
completion. Click OK to close window. The aligned images are stored in a sub-folder,
Aligned, in the folder containing the original images.

Figure 3.5. Alignment complete message window

The aperture sizes were reset to 15/18/21 to avoid interference from the star adjacent to the
target star – click on the Set icon to do this. Save these settings by selecting File/Save
apertures and naming the folder Aligned apertures for example.
Close the window and select the first of the aligned images – File/Import/Image/Image
Sequence/aligned and choosing the first aligned image. Click on the Multi-aperture icon
to open the Multi-Aperture Measurements window – Figure 3.6. Check Use previous 3
apertures etc. leave other settings as is and click on Place Apertures.

Figure 3.6. Multi-Aperture Measurements window
Click on the target star and the target and check star apertures will then be aligned over their
respective stars – Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7. Placement of apertures over target and comparison stars.
Press Enter to start the analysis. A number of windows open; - Plot of measurements, Multiplot Y-data, Multi-plot Reference Star Settings, Multi-plot Main and Measurements. These
are used during the model fit process which is described in a separate tutorial. Completion is
indicated by the Measurements window which lists all the processed images – Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8. Measurements window
On completion of processing save the data as Measurements.txt (not xls as will be indicated
in the File name box) by selecting, in the Measurements window, File/Save as and navigating
to the HAT-P-25b folder.
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1.0
Introduction
The objective of this exercise is to fit a light curve to the data and thus allow various
exoplanet parameters to be measured.
2.0
Set-up
Process the WASP-12b images as in section 2 to 4 above.
3.0

Model fit

A fully detailed description of this process is described section 7.6 onwards in
A Practical Guide to Exoplanet Observing by Dennis M. Conti.
To begin the model fit process select the MultiPlot icon
on the AstroImageJ toolbar.
This will open several screens; Multi-plot Main, Multi-plot Y-data, Measurements.txt (saved
at the end of section 4.2, Photometry above), Multi-plot Reference Star Settings and Plot of
Measurements.txt – Figure 3.1.

If the Measurements.txt file does not open (and no plot is displayed) then do so be selecting,
in the Multi-plot Main window, File/Open table from file and selecting Measurements.txt.
Load the supplied plot configuration file by, in the Multi-plot Main window, selecting
File/Open plot configuration file and selecting standard_transit.plotcfg.
In the Default X-data drop-down select J.D.-2400000 and the plot of the target and
comparison light curves will then be displayed.

Figure 3.1 Plot of measurements showing transit light curve of WASP-12b and reference
stars
In the Multi-plot Main window the V.Marker 1 and V.Marker 2 indicate the ingress and
egress times respectively. These can be adjusted by using the up/down arrows in the boxes as
has been done for the egress marker – Figure 3.2 .

Figure 3.2 Adjusted egress marker
In the Fit and Normalize Region Selection at the bottom of the Multi-plot Main window copy
the V.Marker 1 and 2 settings by clicking on the Copy icon
The Multi-plot Y-data screen is shown in two parts, Figures 3.3(a) and (b). The Data Sets
listed are;
1) Target star raw data
2) Target star with detrend data (in this case, Airmass) applied
3-7) Comparison stars

Figure 3.3(a). Multi-plot Y-data (left) window

Figure 3.3 Multi-plot Y-data (right) window
Under Fit Mode for Data Set 2 select Transit Fit by clicking on the Down arrow in the Fit
Mode Column and selecting the option as indicated in Figure 3.4. This will fit a light curve to
Data Set 2 (the detrended data), Figure 3.5 and open the Data Set 2 Fit Settings – Figure 3.6
(Note that this figure shows the updated values as described below and that Fit Control/Auto
Update Fit is checked so any changes will be automatically applied)

Figure 3.4. Transit Fit selection

Figure 3.5. Light curve fitted to Data Set 2, Detrended data

Figure 3.6. Data Set 2 Fit Settings window
In the Data Set 2 Fit Settings window enter the following parameters (obtained from
Exoplanets.eu);
Orbital Parameters/Period = 1.09142245
Host Star Parameters;
- Spectral Type = G0. Entering the Spectral Type will update the boxes to its right
- R* (Rsun) = 1.657
The values for the quadratic limb darkening coefficients, Quad LD U1 and Quad LD U2,
associated with the host star and the particular filter being used can be found by using the
limb darkening coefficient calculator at
http://astroutils.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/exofast/limbdark.shtml - Figure 3.7

Figure 3.7. Limb darkening calculator
Entering the planet’s name and filter (band) used returns the values 0.39056081
0.30269920 which are placed in the Prior Center Column and locked. The AIRMASS Prior
Center value should be left 0.0.
Reference stars can be selected/deselected using The Multi-plot Reference Star Settings
screen – Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8. Multi-plot Reference Star Settings window
Data is saved via the Multi-plot Main screen selecting File/Save all (with options)… which
brings up the Save all settings window – Figure 3.9

Figure 3.9. Save all settings window
Deriving the exoplanet’s radius is described in Exoplanet Observing for Amateurs (Second
Edition (Plus), Appendix D, by Bruce Gary.
End of tutorial.

